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 Internet of things (IoT) represents one of the main data-producing fields on 

the Internet, given the diversity and growth of smart objects around the 

world. The advancement of IoT paradigm and the variety of IoT special 

characteristics present major challenges for IoT search, which attract a great 

importance by industrials and researchers. Until now, a good deal of 

research has been focused on the development and implementation of IoT 

search solutions and tools, though there are still many issues, which must be 

studied and solved. This paper is interested to IoT search issue and tries to 

give a guideline to researchers interested in this issue as well as the proposal 

of a new general architecture for internet of things search engines. The 

article presents the concept of IoT search engines, a study of various existing 

solutions and the proposal of a new architecture which is based on 3 

components and which respects the various requirements of IoT search 

engines. The results of this work are prominent as well as they will help 

researchers to identify future research directions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Internet represent the global computer network which make various services available to the public. It 

has become a great way to communicate, share, work, meet, learn and even trade. Internet of things (IoT) is a 

new revolution of the Internet. Objects make themselves recognizable and they obtain intelligence by making or 

enabling context related decisions thanks to the fact that they can communicate information about themselves. 

They can access information that has been aggregated by other things, or they can be components of complex 

services [1]. IoT is expected to touch different aspects of the everyday life and behavior of potential users. It 

will become one of the most vital topics in several industrial and academic sectors [2]. 

IoT mean system that groups information technology (IT) devices, mechanic and digital equipments, 

objects, animals or people which are interconnected and can communicate data via a network in a self-sufficient 

manner, in real time and without any human interaction. It represent a dynamic network infrastructure which 

include physical and virtual “things” which possess unique identifiers, physical attributes, and virtual 

characteristics into the information network [3]. IoT things offer IoT content, such as the digital representation, 

data records, realtime sensor readings, and functionality that are offered by or related to things. The IoT content 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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appearing in the IoTSE literature can be organized into four types: representation, static information, dynamic 

information, and functionality [4]. 

Search engines are one of the main mechanisms by which users obtain information on the Web. For 

any individual wanting information about something on the Internet, search engines are the first choice to help 

find what the user wants [2]. IoT search engine denotes a software system responsible for discovering and 

resolving queries on contents of the IoT. Due to the diversity of IoT contents, developing IoTSE is a complex 

and diverse problem that is still relatively immature [4].  

Searching in IoT networks has a different goal than the ones that typical search engines adapt where 

the users would operate the objects locally or remotely. As a result, this distinguishes between both sides and 

requires a new design concept for an IoT search engine [5]. IoTSE is a complicated and relatively immature 

research topic. The diversity of its solution space is, arguably, a primary challenge hindering its advance. Such 

diversity manifests itself in terms of the type of operations within an IoTSE instance (for example, discover 

content, index, and resolve queries), and the types of IoT content on which those operations are applied. Each 

combination of operation and content type represents a research area within the IoTSE literature with its own set 

of technical, social, and political issues [4]. 

This paper aim to provide a brief survey on IoT search issue and to propose a general architecture for 

IoT search engines. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we will determine: What is 

Search Engines? and What is IoT Search Engines? Section 3 presents a survey on various solutions for IoT 

Search. In section 4, we present our proposed general architecture for IoT search engines. Then, in section 5 we 

will present our results. Lastly, the conclusion. 

 

 

2. WEB SEARCH ENGINES AND IOT SEARCH ENGINES 

2.1.  Web search engines 

The internet is a popular global information system where users are searching for the relevant 

information using search engines (SE). The SE is a type of software that organizes the content collected from 

all across the internet. With SE, users who are wishing to find information only need to enter a keyword 

about what they had like to see, and the search engine presents the links to the content that resembles what 

they need. The most popular and widely used SE on the internet is Google where 77 percent of users around 

the world are using Google Search Engine for searching information on the internet [6].  

Search engine is some kind of software, which collects data about web sites. At this point, the collected 

data includes the web site uniform resource locator (URL), some keywords or keyword groups that define the 

content of the web site, the code structure that forms the web page and also links provided on the web site. The 

related collected data is indexed and stored on a database. All of these operations are performed by the search 

engine software (crawler, spider, bot) [7]. Essential competition factor among search engines is appeared during 

“relevant result showing, sorting” process. After determining the related pages with the performed querry, they 

must be shown to users in a sorted list structure. At this point, search engine algorithms take an important role 

and they try to show the most relevant results for users [7].  

The process of search engine is basically based on four sub processes which are: 

- Crawling process: This process is based on robots, also called spiders or crawlers that browse the World 

Wide Web in a methodical and regular manner, to discover new addresses (URLs) judged interesting. 

They follow the hyperlinks that connect to each other pages [8].  

- Indexing process: The objective of this process is to extract keywords considered significant in each page 

identified by crawlers, and store them in a database, called index database. The purpose of indexing is to 

facilitate a fast and an accurate information retrieval [8].  

- Page ranking process: This process allows ranking and organizing search results, and making the most 

relevant documents in top of the list [8]. 

- Query processing process: It’s the process that submits the query and returns the results. Linguistic 

techniques such as stemming, removal of articles and auxiliary verbs and spelling, are used to reduce 

noise and increase the recall. In addition, algorithms are applied to identify in the index database, 

documents that best match the user's query [8].  

Briefly, searching robots collect data about each URL and store the collected data in a database. When 

a user connects to the search engine for a search session, references in the related database are evaluated and 

obtained results are returned back to user [7].  

 

2.2.  IoT search engines 

Using web search engines, we can search web pages and explore data on these pages in different topics 

when we use generic search engine. In the case of search of web pages related to a specific area in the case of 

using topical search engine. In all cases we cannot search and find physical resources like computer. 
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IoT has a set of special features, which present great challenges for traditional search engines, in order 

to respond to these issues and continue the success of search engines with the large number of IoT devices 

joining the Web every day a new evolution of these tools appeared entitled IoT search engines [9]. IoT search 

engine is a new type of search tool, which aim to solve the challenges of discovering IoT devices, finding 

information about IoT, and strengthening security mechanisms. This tool gives relevant results and offer a set of 

filters to facilitate the specific search and respond to sophisticated request.  

When we deeply study the topic of IoT search engines, we can distinguish two major definitions:  

- The IoT search can be defined as the process of finding physical objects with the given states captured by 

the diverse sensors in the IoT. Therefore, the IoT search includes four elements: i) physical objects, ii) 

diverse sensors that sense the states of physical objects, iii) queries to search for physical objects with a 

certain state, and vi) a search engine that accepts queries and returns references to objects matching the 

query [10].  

- IoT search engine can also be defined as a specialized search engine that allow their users to find 

information and learn about internet of things by providing a set of resources that are similar to resources 

of web search engine. 

This tool is useful for the following reasons: 

- Automatic resources discovery 

- Resources metadata search 

- Specific information search 

- Find heterogeneous data in real time 

- Companies can track the use of their product 

The most important requirements of an IoT search engine are: 

- real-time retrieval 

- spatial-temporal search conditions 

- value-based search conditions 

- keyword-based search conditions 

- historical and recent data are important and should be supported  

 

 

3. RELATED WORKS 

By analyzing a set of works [2], [5], [9], [11]-[29] in the literature related to IoT search engines and 

IoT resource discovery and control. We discover the existence of an important number of IoT search engines, 

and we conclude that every search tool has some relative strengths. In this section, we present a summary of 

some IoT search engines that are developed since 2009. 

In 2009 a search engine was launched by John Matterly to crawl the Internet and index discovered 

services. Today, this search engine entitled shodan is one of the most popular IoT search tools. It is a computer 

search engine equipped with a graphical user interface that can identify Internet-facing devices and services. 

Shodan crawls the Internet for available devices and services and stores the collected data, namely internet 

protocol (IP) address, port, and service banner in a database accessible via http://www.shodanhq.com or via 

shodan application programming interface (Shodan API). For each discovered service, Shodan scans and stores 

results repeatedly over time. This yields a time series of results available for each service and accessible to 

security experts for further processing and analysis [12].  

“Snoogle” an information retrieval system (search engine) that follows a two tier architecture. It uses a 

description compression technique in local registry based on bloom filters and distributed top-k query algorithm 

to reduce the network overhead. Also, It offers a security and privacy framework for users by leveraging access 

rights and public key cryptography (PKC) [13]. 

Faqeeh et al. [2] have proposed a new search engine entitled Topical search engine for internet of 

things which serve to collect all Websites accessible on the Internet than their content related to internet of 

things. An evaluation of this solution has been realized by submitting various IoT related queries and manually 

evaluates the relevance of returned pages. The result of this evaluation proves that the proposed search engine is 

quite fast and provides more precise results than Google, Yahoo and bing. 

A multimodal real-time search engine framework (IoT-SVKSearch) [14], [15] is a framework which 

allow their user to retrieve IoT data (massive and heterogeneous) and supports multimodal search conditions 

including keyword-based, spatio-temporal, and value-based search. Experiments show that the IoT-SVK search 

engine performs well in real-time multimodal retrieval of big data from IoT sensors. The system can achieve 

better performance as the number of index node servers increases, especially for space-time searches. 

Censys.io is a search engine designed for IoT search similar to Shodan.io, but it detects only devices 

connected to IPv4 contrary to shodan which can scan millions of IPv6 addresses by exploiting a loophole within 

the NTP Pool Project. This tool was proposed by Zakir Durumeric in 2015 to give a response to the following 
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question: what composes the Internet? And query information about hosts and networks. To collect their data, it 

is based on daily Zmap scans of more than 3 Billion addresses. Censys tags the collected data with security-

related properties and device types, allowing easy but powerful search queries through its online search 

interface and REST application programming interface (API) [16]. As an example application for Censys, the 

prevalence of the unauthenticated Modbus protocol among supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) 

systems has been studied. Numerous such systems have been found across the globe. However, non-SCADA 

devices, specifically, the TLS ecosystem for those devices have not been studied [16].  

Thingful describes itself as a “discoverable search engine” that provides users with “a unique 

geographical index of connected objects around the world” (https://thingful.net/). As such, Thingful boasts that 

it can index across multiple IoT networks and infrastructures. Because this search engine can locate the 

geographical position of objects and devices, some critics worry that Thingful can also easily access personal 

data regarding the ways in which users interact and communicate with their connected devices and objects (as in 

the case of a homeowner communicating with the “intelligent” objects in her smart home) [17].  

Datta and Bonnet [18] propose a framework for automatic and efficient discovery of IoT resources in 

order to allow the discovery of resources, their capacities, their properties and their Uniform resource identifier 

(URIs), in order to be able to access them independently of the communication technology. The architecture of 

the framework is made up of 3 layers: Proxy Layer (made up of 2 proxies: Proxy-in dedicated to sensors and 

Proxy-out dedicated to actuators), Discovery Layer (integrates a search engine which provides the "search" 

functionality for discovery), Enablement Layer. It is a generic framework that can be deployed in cloud 

platforms, M2M gateways, and lightweight mobile applications running on smartphones. 

COBASEN is a software infrastructure proposed by Lunardi et al. [19] which enable scalable search 

and transparent use of computing devices in IoT environments. It is made up of 2 main components: Context 

module and search engine. 

- Context module: responsible for collecting information related to device context and associated data 

from the middleware and sending it to the search engine. 

- Search Engine: Responsible for indexing device information and responding to queries using the index. 

The search engine also provides a graphical interface that allows users to select one or more devices, as 

well as a set of specifications by using specific parameters. Finally, the search engine sends the 

specification to the middleware layer and gives feedback to the user. 

This infrastructure is compatible with any service-oriented architecture (SOA)-based middleware 

solution that supports the Subscribe/Notify communication model, as well as the data request mode using 

eXtensible markup language (XML) and web services. A search engine for private IoT networks has been 

proposed by Habaebi et al. [5]. It is a simple, efficient and secure micro search engine that allows users to 

browse private databases, find and collect data in a useful and secured way. The developed search engine has 

the capability to produce viable results with acceptable accuracy and minimum delay. However, it is necessary 

to develop graphical user interface (GUI) because it lacks interactivity and to implement other tests in terms of 

parallel search. The indexing and ranking algorithms perform well but could be improved tremendously as there 

is still for improvements to produce more user-oriented results. This search engine applied several security 

techniques that could be useful to prevent several attacks, however, as a private network, security and privacy 

need to be one of the main aspects of the system. 

Technological partnership between the French search engine Qwant and the Montpellier start-up 

Kuzzle launches at the innovation and tech fair, which opens in Paris on May 24, 2018. This cooperation aims 

to optimize the collection and retrieval of data from connected objects. This search engine will be based on the 

IoT solutions developed by Kuzzle start-up to collect and retrieve information. 

Wolfram-Alpha is a computational knowledge discovery engine. It is based on Mathematica that is 

often known as Wolfram Language (http://www.wolfram.com/mathematica/). The engine allows a user to 

register their own Internet-connected things such as Twitter, email, Raspberry Pi and others. Each registered 

device/service has a unique ”databin” and data is updated from each databin every 30 seconds. The main 

shortcoming is that users can search and query resources if they know their databins. Moreover, Wolfram-Alpha 

has wolfram data framework (WDF) that summarises and integrates data into a meaningful and expressive 

form. However, there is no available information about its architecture and technical details [20]. 

Datta and Bonnet [18] proposed an improved IoTTracker search engine for discovering IoT devices in 

cyberspace. The authors use IoTTracker to identify IoT devices in the global IPv4 space (discover and identify 

"stubborn" IoT devices that ARE cannot identify them.). Based on the functionality of the protocol, IoTTracker 

divides application layer protocols into semi-structured data protocols and unstructured data protocols [21]. For 

each category, IoTTracker extracts the structure, style or function simhash. Then, IoTTracker uses features 

pulled from response data to identify IoT devices. Experimental results show that IoTTracker can add 40.76% 

more identifiable devices compared to ARE (Acquisitional rule-based engine for discovering Internet-of-Things 

devices [22]). 
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Another IoT search engine has been proposed in [23] entitled Search Engine for Internet of Things 

SMPKR IoT search engine which aim to support spatial-temporal-keyword query over mobile object devices. 

This mechanism typically consists of three different kinds of components: object device (OD), sub-index node 

(SIN) and primary index node (PIN). 

- An object device denotes a sensor or monitoring device attached to a real-world moving object. 

- A SIN is in charge of maintaining sensory data gathered from object devices in its vicinity in the form 

of index trees. 

- A PIN has enough storage and computational capacities, and takes charge of collecting data from 

different SINs in the network [23]. 

Experimental results show that SMPKR search engine promotes efficient for searching devices with 

spatial-temporal-keyword constraints compared to chained structure (CS), snoogle (SL) [24] and IoT-SVK 

(IS) [14], [15]. RT-RCT [9] is a new research tool which has developed in the aim to retrieve connected devices 

and current available information about these devices in real-time and within minimum delay. The process of 

this tool start by data collection using network port scanning, then important information extraction and finally 

present information to user by using a GUI. It's a prominent solution which can be used for security 

reinforcement, but further improvements must be elaborated like results improvement. 

 

 

4. RESEARCH METHOD 

In Figure 1 we propose a general architecture for IoT search engines. The proposed architecture shows 

that an IoT search engine can be made up of three modules. These modules are: Crawling module, Indexing 

module and Query module. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Proposed general architecture 

 

 

4.1.  Crawling module 

This module is dedicated to object discovery and data collection. It is made up of two components. 

These components are: Web spider and scan workers; 

- Web spider: this component consists in detecting and analyzing web pages presenting data from 

connected objects, as well as web pages relating to the topic of the Internet of things. This data 

collection can be completed either with web crawlers or by a Meta search engine to be developed. 

- Scan workers: This component will be responsible for the discovery and detection of connected objects 

based on the IP address, port number, protocols, etc. This collection of information on connected 

objects based on IP address, port number, protocols, etc. can be worked out by analyzing the network 

using the port analysis method or through the flow analysis method. This analysis can be divided over 

several nodes (Figure 2) in order to collect the maximum amount of information possible as well as in 

the shortest time. 

- These components can be enriched by a subcomponent responsible for updating and optimization due to 

the dynamism of information such as IP address and device status, update of web pages etc. and the 

high number of data shows that updating is a crucial element. 
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- To aggregate the data collected, we can use machine leaning and deep learning algorithms for the 

classification of connected objects as well as the classification of web pages 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Structure of scan workers 
 

 

4.2.  Indexing Module 

Indexing is essential for improving search engine performance and meeting user needs. This is a 

process making it possible to build a set of “key” elements, making it possible to characterize the data collected 

and relating to the objects connected in response to a request. Indexing can be: Manual (expert in indexing), 

Automatic (computer), and Semi-automatic (combination of the two). For that, this module is focused on the 

indexing of connected objects and web pages (we can use a semantic indexing). 

This module will be used to support various types of queries such as keywords and will be based on a 

two-level tree structure built of a master index and node indexes (Figure 3). It includes two indexing methods: 

- Web pages indexing: this method aims to automatically select and extract data from the collected web 

pages. This means setting up a web wrapper, which will allow the extraction of all the information 

representative of all the web pages, collected. 

- Connected devices indexing: This method aims to build an index structure, which makes it possible to 

very quickly find and select the connected objects including the requested information. The structure of 

the index is of the following form: information → {…, IoT device,…} That is to say that each 

information is mapped to a set of connected objects. 

- Given the dynamic behavior of connected objects, the dynamism of information relating to these objects 

such as IP address and status of devices, updating of web pages etc. and the high number of data 

demonstrates that the inclusion of an update element updated to this module. This can be done by 

developing an updating algorithm based on optimization methods and techniques and which takes into 

consideration all the previously mentioned aspects. 

- We can enrich the indexing module with a sub-module that will be linked to the test of attack plans / 

scenarios (automatic generation of attack scenarios that can affect connected objects). This will allow 

the identification of the various possible attacks for each type of connected object, which is important 

for the reinforcement of the security mechanisms of the connected objects. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Structure of indexing module 
 

 

4.3.  Query module 

This module will be developed on the basis of 2 components: 

- Query processing: In an information retrieval system, matching the user's need for information with the 

relevant answers is the basic problem. A semantically relevant dataset for a query does not necessarily 

contain the same terms as that query to express the same concepts, especially on the web. In order to better 

express the user's need for information in a Web context, it is necessary to reformulate his request. The 

main objective of this element is to translate and enrich the queries expressed by users in natural language 

into a semantic language like Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL). 
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- Ranking module: The ranking of the results is done thanks to an algorithm specific to each engine, which 

uses both logical and mathematical criteria, allowing it to give a score to each page in relation to a given 

request. The results ranking process makes it possible to process Internet users' queries and make the 

results the most relevant according to the keywords typed. Several ranking methods exist such as sorting 

by relevance, sorting by popularity and sorting by audience. 
 

 

5. RESULTS 

5.1.  Comparison of web search engines and IoT search engines 

Certainly, the difference of the web compared to the Internet of Things in terms of content, 

dynamicity, links structure as well as scale. In Table 1, we will provide a difference between web search engines 

and the IoT search engine. This difference has been discussed in many research works such as [10], [30]-[32]. 

From the results presented in Table 2 we can deduce that the main points of difference between Internet search 

and IoT search are: 

- Search Targets: In internet search, the targets are the information entities, but for IoT search, the targets are 

broader. IoT search targets can contain information of entities, location and states of the physical objects.  

- Interactive Modes: besides the traditional human-computer interaction in cyberspace, the searching in IoT 

needs the human-computer-object interaction in cyberspace and physical world [10]. 

- Data Sources: IoT data sources compared with web data sources are vast and heterogeneous because it 

includes data from the physical world. 

- Results Presentation: Unlike the information, presentation was in internet search based on information 

relevance, in IoT search information is represented based on the state and spatio-temporal information of 

Things. 

- Timeliness: IoT search must be in real time due to the dynamic change and variation of internet of things 

data. 

As well as there is a difference in the search conditions: 

- For internet search, the search is based on keywords. 

- However, for IoT search, search there are 3 types of search conditions: keyword-based search, spatio-

temporal-based search, and value-based search. 
 

 

Table 1. Differences between the web and the web of things [31] 
 Web IoT 

Content Type Long, unstructured texts (i.e., Web Pages) Numerical data; Short structured texts 

Link Structure Extensive, explicit link structure between pages (i.e., URL) Latent links 

Dynamicity Stable; Long lifetime; Slow changing Volatile; High update rate (up to 1,000,000 per second) 

Scale Over 1 billion Websites Over 50 billion devices. Interactions happens in local areas 

 

 

Table 2. Comparison of internet search and Iot search [10] 
Characteristic Internet Search IoT Search 

Search targets Information entities Physical objects 

Interactive modes Human + computer Human + computer + object 

Data sources Cyberspace Cyberspace + physical world 

Results presentation Information ranking States + spatial-temporal data 

Information timeliness Not real time Real time 

 

 

5.2.  Comparison of various IoT search engines 

After studying different IoT search engines and their different approaches. We present in Table 3 

and Table 4 a comparison of many search engines presented in the literature. These comparatives aim to 

identify some characteristics of existing search engines and their limits. 
 

 

Table 3. Properties of existing IoT search engines [32] 
Name Data Source Purpose Function 

Shodan  IoT devices via crawlers Assist cyber-security researchers to analyze 

the influence of vulnerabilities online 

Vulnerability search, 

IoT device meta-data search 

Thingful IoT devices via crawlers and 

open source data from third- 

party organizations 

Assist users to retrieve information on 

weather, parking lots, traffic, etc. throughout 

the world. 

Meta-search to different organizations, 

IoT device meta-data search 

Censys IoT devices via crawlers Assist cyber-security researchers to analyze 

the influence of vulnerabilities online 

Vulnerability search, IoT device meta-

data search 

Reposify IoT devices via crawlers Assist cyber-security researchers to detect 

vulnerabilities in organizations 

Vulnerability search, IoT device meta-

data search 
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Based on this comparative study we find that: 

- Existing IoT search engines update their data periodically, whereas, their results become irrelevant with 

real-time update of IoT data. 

- The exploitation of distributed indexing/multi-index, increase the accuracy of results and can also 

reduce the response time. 

- Displayed results should respect the aspects of privacy and security because it can be a help to hackers. 

- The existing IoT search engines work well, but they need to give more importance to the way they 

present their results so that they can be understood by different users. 

- Data collection is a very important step which improve considerably and enrich the response to each 

query. 

- Methodologies and techniques used differ between each of the search engines available. 

- Device search engine is the type which occupies more importance 
 

 

Table 4. Comparison of IoT search engines 
 Shodan IoT-

SVKSearch 

[14], [15] 

Topical search 

engine for IoT [2] 

Thingful Censys Micro 

Search 

Engine [5] 

SMPKR IOT 

search engine 

[23] 

Year 2009 2012 2014 2014 2015 2016 2019 

Type of search 

engine 

Devices 

search 

engine 

Devices 

search 

engine 

Information 

search engine 

Devices 

search 

engine 

Devices 

search 

engine 

Devices 

search 

engine 

Devices 

search engine 

Network Wide Area 

Network 

Wide Area 

Network 

- Wide Area 

Network 

Wide Area 

Network 

Private 

Network 

Wide Area 

Network 

Architecture Two-tier 

architecture 

Two-tier 

distributed 

architecture 

Two-tier 

architecture 

N/A Two-tier 

architecture 

N/A Three-tier 

hierarchical 

searching 

architecture. 

Crawling Port 

scanner : 

SYN Scan 

N/A distributed 

crawlers 

Added by 

owner of 

IoT devices 

Port 

scanner : 

ZMap 

MQTT 

protocol 

N/A 

Indexing/simple 

database for 

storing 

Indexing Indexing Indexing Indexing Indexing simple 

database for 

storing 

Indexing 

Query support 

keyword 

query 

support 

keyword-

based, 

spatial-

temporal, 

and value-

based search 

conditions 

support keyword 

query 

support 

keyword-

spatial 

query 

support 

keyword 

query 

N/A support 

spatial-

temporal-

keyword 

query 

Performance Results too 

numerous 

to be 

interpreted 

effectively 

and 

difficult to 

understand 

by non-

security 

experts 

effective 

retrieval of 

massive IoT 

sampling 

data 

more accurate 

results than 

general search 

engine 

accurate 

results 

which are 

presented in 

a clear way 

for all users 

accurate 

results which 

are presented 

in a clear 

way for all 

users 

quite strong 

in terms of 

searching 

speed and 

acceptable 

results 

efficiency of 

query 

processing for 

spatial-

temporal- 

keyword-

based object 

devices 

Limits flexibility 

in the 

gathering 

and 

presentation 

of results 

Performance 

of the system 

depend on 

the number 

of index 

especially in 

spatial-

temporal 

search 

does not process 

device search and 

real-time search 

includes 

only some 

application 

area of the 

internet of 

things 

Detect only 

devices 

connected in 

ipv4 

No real-

time 

searching 

Security 

isn’t tested 

It’s hard to 

specify the 

safe region of 

all IoT 

devices 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION  

Recently, IoT search engine represent one of the research topics that take a great importance by 

researchers. Until now many IoT search engines has been presented with the aim of enabling their users to 

easily and efficiently find and track the connected devices they use, as well as search for information about 
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IoT and their technologies to learn and understand the subject of IoT and also offers a research tool that gives 

more precise results. The results generated by existing solutions are difficult to be interpreted and analyzed 

by non-experts and sometimes irrelevant, which makes it necessary to develop a new IoT search engine that 

respond to all needs of their users or propose an improvement of existing solutions. In this work, we have 

reviewed some existing IoT search solutions, and we have proposed a general architecture for IoT search 

engines. We wish to focus our future work on this topic with the aim of resolving some of their open issues. 
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